An Arkham Asylum psychiatrist, who begged and eventually convinced her superiors to treat The Joker, Dr. Harleen Quinzel became obsessively fixated on her patient, and believed herself to be in love with him. She helped him escape from confinement and took on her own criminal identity as Harley Quinn. Quinn was a violent and unpredictable felon whose only motivation, beyond general mayhem, was achieving the Joker’s approval. Because of the Joker’s cruel and mercurial nature, this in some ways made First look at Margot Robbie as Harley Quinn in Birds of Prey. (And the Fantabulous Emancipation of One Harley Quinn). See more. Follow. Margot Robbie as Harley Quinzel / Harley Quinn Juno Temple as Dinah Lance / Black Canary Mary Elizabeth Winstead as Helena Bertinelli / Huntress Ella Jay Basco as Cassandra Cain / Oracle Chris Messina as Victor Zsasz Rosalie Randolph as Renee Montoya / Black Mask Ewan McGregor as Roman Sionis / Two-Face Shane, discover and share your favorite Harley Quinn GIFs. The best GIFs are on GIPHY. harley quinn 4374 GIFs. Sort: Relevant Newest. #laugh #laughing #2016 #dc. love, smoke, gun, harley quinn. #love #smoke #gun #harley quinn. batman, lipstick, harley quinn.